These results greatly extend previous work. F. Dumortier gave sufficient conditions for local conjugacy (via a time preserving homeomorphism) of two smooth flows with hyperbolic sectors [Dl] . Later in [SSW] , a first example appears of a smooth flow with hyperbolic sector which is not conjugate to a linear model. This construction involves meticulous surgery on the sector domain.
We make two related conjectures: Call the conjugates of linear models the central class. Then the Hartman-Grobman Theorem [H] guarantees that the central class has interior in the C 1 topology. Vector fields C-interior to the central class are C-structurally stable under time conjugacy. Our evidence supports the converse in the C°°-topology:
Conjecture A. The collection of time conjugacy stable hyperbolic sectors comprises, in the C°° topology, the interior of the central class.
Finally, do the C°°-flat sectors represent all the conjugacy classes?
Conjecture B. Every time conjugacy class of C°° hyperbolic sectors contains a vector field which is C°°-flat at the singularity.
Statement of results.
Assume Σi and Σ2 are two fixed C°°-smooth transversals to a C°°-smooth flow φ u having a hyperbolic sector (Hartman [H] ) at the singularity/? (see §5 for more precise definitions). The flow ingresses the sector on Σi and egresses through Σ 2 . Let W s (p) denote the stable manifold of p. The sojourn map τ: Σ\\W s {p) -> R+ is defined by requiring φ τ ( q ){q) E Σ2 and φ t {q) (see Figure 1) . Σ 2 for all 0 < / < τ(q)
Our results concerning the realization problem depend on the sequence of time-dips and rises {(#;, &;)} in the candidate τ for a sojourn map and on the degree of smoothness of 1/τ near 0.
For now, we shall confine our attention to C°°-maps τ: (0,1) -> R + having a countable collection of ordered critical points {c/}ϊ° such that the following hold:
(1) lime/ = 0 as / -> 00.
(2) all c/'s occur at local maxima or at local minima.
Let di -τ(c2/-i) -τ(c 2 /) and also bj = τ(c2/-i) -τ(c2/-2) Thus, for each /, τ 1 > 0 on [c2, ,C2/-i] while τ' < 0 on [c2/-i,C2/-2]-The resulting sequences {α 7 } and {6/} will be called, respectively, the time-dips and time-rises in τ(s) as s -• 0+ (see Figure 2) .
If the map τ actually coincides with the sojourn map of a hyperbolic sector, then any cofinite collection of pairs {(α /? bϊ)}i> n determines that sector's time-conjugacy class ( [SSW] ). Also the collection corresponds to the standard conjugacy class unless the sequence {<?/} does not tend to zero as / -• 00 [SSW] . REMARKS. We also know that if a sector is "straight/' i.e., the orbits have at most one transversal intersection with a radial line from the origin, then that sector lies in the closure of the central class. It follows that an element in the exterior of /o-a candidate for a new conjugacy-stable sector-cannot be either C°°-flat or straight. Indeed such a hyperbolic sector cannot be polynomial or satisfy any Lojasiewicz inequality [D2].
2. Proof of Theorem 2.1. In a previous paper ( [SSW] ), the authors constructed a C°°-smooth vector field, denoted by X\, having the following properties:
(i) X\ has a hyperbolic sector. (ii) X\ = F XQ, that is X\ is a rescaling by a C°° positive function F(x,y) of the C°°-flat vector field (iii) The rescaling function has the form F = Σ/^i (1 +-F/)> such that the sequence of JF/'S have disjoint supports Pj (as in Figure 3 ).
(iv) The sequence {(#/,&/)}> as defined before, corresponding to the sojourn map τ\ of X\ is such that α, > 1 for each / > 1. By rescaling the bump functions F/, if necessary, employed in the construction of X\ it is easy to create an example such that α z = 1 for all / > 1.
Note that we may further adjust any particular F t to equal zero without sacrificing smoothness.
Let {a*} denote the desired sequence of "dips" we need to attain in a sojourn map deriving from some rescaling X* of XQ, as above.
The restriction X\\Pj has the form (1 + Fj)X θ9 for each j. The sojourn times of the flow within Pj tend to oo as j increases. Thus, given a* k , there exist m^, for all j sufficiently large, such that (1 + rΠj k Fj)Xo gives rise to a dip of size precisely a\. Since a* k corresponds to an increasingly smaller proportion of the sojourn time in Pj 9 as j increases, the sequence m^ is bounded (in fact tends to zero). Suppose
Since X\ is C°°-flat at the origin, we may choose j(k) such that \\F m X 0 \\k < for all k > 1 where \\ -\\k denotes the uniform C^-norm on vector fields. Putting m^ = rrij^k, the vector field
has the desired properties.
• REMARK. For further details of this construction consult [SSW] , This result will also be obtained as an easy corollary (Corollary 4.3) of the main theorem of §4.
Sojourn map realization:
The Proof of 3.1. Let a Φ 0 be a constant, and suppose
Then the sojourn map time to pass from the (ingress) point (l,s) to the (egress) point (s, 1) is given by
since xy -s is constant on solution curves. Given the substitution
Now replace α 2 by sg 2 (s) where g 2 (^) < 1. Trigonometric substitutions now yield the result
Our aim now is to implicitly solve for g as a C°° function of 5. Toward this end, we can recast (3) in the form
Suppose the left-hand side defines a function T(s, g) for 0 < s < 1 and 0 < g < 1. Our hypotheses imply that l/sτ is C°°-extendible to [0,1) as s -• 0+. Also, if the inverse tangent is defined to be π/2 when g = 0, then T(s,g) is C°°-extendible to [0,1) x [0,1). Now extend T(s y g) to (-1,1) x (-1,1) in an arbitrary, but C°°, manner. This is possible by a theorem due to Borel (e.g. see [GG] , p. 98). Suppose that liniy_>o(2/sτ(s)) = a$ > 0. If a$ < 1, the intermediate value theorem shows there exists a number Q < go < \ such that Γ(0, go) = 0. A simple computation shows that {dT)/dg (O,go) 
The implicit function theorem implies that there is a δ > 0 and a C°° function g(s) defined for \s\ < δ such that (5) T(s 9 g(s)) = 0 for \s\ < δ. It also follows that g{s) < 1 for \s\ < δ. Thus, the system has a sojourn map τ g which equals τ for \s\ < δ. If do > 1, then the map σ = 2aoT can be realized in the above fashion as a sojourn map of some X g since lim [-7-τ ) = -< 1.
To realize τ(^) itself, use the vector field (l/2ao)X g . Again, this is valid for s < δ.
To realize τ(s) on δ < s < 1, first extend g(s) in a C°°-manner so that g(s) Φ 0 on δ < s < I. This smoothly extends the vector field X g9 still denoted by X g . Let τ g denote the sojourn map on (0,1) for X g . The function τ g (s)/τ(s) is C°° on [0,1) and is identically 1 for s < δ. Define Y = (τ g (xy)/τ(xy)) X g . Since xy = s is constant, the vector field Y has sojourn map τy = (τ/τ^) τ g = τ for 0 < s < 1. Proof, Let a n = and b n =(κ + ΣΨi -at) J -(κ + Σ&i -at) + a n ) .
Realizing rises and dips in the τ-map.
Then {a n } and {b n } satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1. Let / be the corresponding C°° function given by that lemma and let τ = 1//. By Theorem 3.1 there is a C°° hyperbolic sector X such that %χ = τ. The dips and rises of τ^ are then given by {#/} and {&/}. Proof. In the preceding theorem, let 6, = α, + 2 Z .
C°°-flat hyperbolic sectors.
In this section we prove that those hyperbolic sectors having generating vector fields which are C°°-flat at (0,0), lie on the boundary of the central class, 7 0 , as determined by the C°°-uniform topology. This topology is now formalized.
Our results apply to a class of "standard" C°°-flows, ^o, on R 2 having hyperbolic sectors and, in fact, to all diffeomorphic images, %?, of such flows. In either case, we first fix the location of a hyperbolic sector, then topologize the collection of C°°-flows having sectors in the same locale. The reader may consult Hartman ([H] ) for standard terminology.
Let ^ denote the collection of C°°-flows φ t on R 2 having a singularity at (0,0) and such that ( 
FIGURE 4
Let D = {(x,y)\0 < x < 2, 0 < y < 2, xy < 1}. The flows φt E^o are topologized by the induced C°° uniform topology on their generating vector fields, X. That is, a neighborhood base is given by (^ί) & ^ ^ ε > 0, φ t e <%o}, where 0/) = iVt eJT 0 : \\X-X η \\ k < ε}.
Here \\-\\k denotes the uniform fc-norm,
Now form the set <%* of all C°°-flows, φ t on R 2 , for which there exists φ t e %Q, and a C°° diίfeomorphism /: R 2 -• R 2 with ψ t = fφ t f~ι. Flows ψ t in ^ can be C°°-uniform topologized as have those of ^5, by maximizing fc-derivatives over an associated region, /(!>), comparing only those flows having a hyperbolic sector on f(D).
The conjugacy class of a flow in ^ (or in &) 9 which is generated by a C°°-flat vector field at (0,0), can be altered either by gluing in a slow linear flow near (0,0), or another C°°-flat flow with dissimilar conjugacy class. For example, those C°°-flat flows which lie outside the central conjugacy class, /Q, such as the example of [SSW] , can be C°°-closely approximated by a C°°-flow which is linear near (0,0). This new flow will have an asymptotically monotone sojourn map, and thus be an element of /Q. On the other hand, C°°-flat flows within 7 0 can be C°°-closely approximated by a flow having the Shafer-SwansonWalker example near (0,0). In this way, C°°-flat flows are shown to lie on ΘIQ. Lastly, a specific example of a non-C°°-flat flow, lying on <9/o, will be constructed.
First, a vector field gluing lemma is proven. Let β denote the usual bump function such that for x < 0 and y > 1, β(x) = 0, β{y) = β(l) 9 and β{x) = / o x e-1 /'V 1 /('-1 ) 2 dt 9 for 0 < x < 1. Next set and notice that, Mj < Mj+\ 9 for all j > 0. The bump function β may be rescaled to ), fori?>0.
Then, \\DJβ R \\ < Mj/RJ' 9 for all j > 0. Proof. Since the Λ>norm is the maximum over the first k derivatives, then for 0<j<k, and 0 < r < 2R,
But since X is C°°-flat at (0, 0), we must have that X = o(R k ). Thus there exists R o such that ||^(p)||^ < ε/2 on {r < 2R 0 } and \\X\\ k < {eR^)/2M k , verifying the first inequality. Similarly, since \\L\\ k = ||L|| = δ, choose δ < min(ε/2, (R^)/M k ) and the Lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. First assume that φ t G <%o an d is generated by a C°°-flat vector field X & /o It does not suffice now to bump L off into X, using Lemma 5.1. This is because X may have an opposite sense from L at points of D: the newly formed vector field will thus not be an element of ^g. Thus, a smooth bumped-off combination of L and X is formed, which respects sense, as follows: As constructed, outside the ball i?2Λ, \\Z ε -X||^ = 0 since Z ε = X.
The factor of 2 is required since (1 -β R )L and β R X may be opposed. Thus, φ t G Cl/o since each Z ε has a τ-map which is asymptotically monotonic near 0.
To show that, in fact, ^ E 9/Q, we select in place of L above a C°°-flat element of /£. The vector field X\ of [SSW] has undamped For fixed υ,0 < v < 1, let τ[v) be the time it takes the solution of (1) to pass from u = x 2 -y 2 = -1 to u = 1 along the curve xy = v. Integrating the inequality (2) we obtain:
Now let υ n = 2/(n + 1), n = 1,2, From (3) and the definition of g(v) we obtain -i) ^ (π/12)exp(n 2 ) and Thus, τ(l/n) -τ(l/(n 4-(1/2))) -> oc as n -• CXD. It follows from Proposition 2.2 of [SSW] that the flow of (1) is not topologically conjugate, in any neighborhood of the origin, to the standard hyperbolic sector. Let X be the vector field given by (1). Then X is not in the standard class /Q and X is not C°°-flat. Also, if L is the linear vector field 'r x ) =-y)
